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Thinking of having a facelift but don't know where to start?
Adlie Syamsudin speaks to Singaporean plastic surgeon，

Dr. Marco Faria Correa，to clue you in.
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You look nothing like your photo-

graphs from years ago，and can spot the
changes that time has brought about. What
used to be up is now heading down. Your
eyebrows ，jowls ，neck - everything seems to
be drooping. Wrinkles around your eyes ，
between your eyebrows ，and over your fore- Brazilian plastic
head are all too obvious. You feel you look surgeon ，Dr. Mar比co
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After 30 years of age，the components appearance.

that keep our skin looking young start to declin 巳 Less oil is pro-
duced by the sebaceous glands ，resulting in dryer skin. I门 our late
30s，the skin's production of melanin (skin pigment) declines ，
reducing our skin's natural ability to fight and protect against sun
damage. Collagen and elastin production also start to decline ，
causing our skin to lose its natural elasticity and firmness. As we
hit 40 ，the dermis and the skin's fat layer begin to thin ，resulting is
skin laxity - wrinkles form and our skin loses its plumpness

The aging process is further accelerated by factors such as sun
damage ，smoking ，exposure to environmental toxins ，poor diet ，

excessive alcohol consumption ，stress ，and lack of sleep ，to name
a few.

While we cannot halt the aging process ，we can opt for a
facelift to help address our aging facade

THE IDEAιCANDIDATE
The ideal facelift candidate is one that has heavy folds and deep
wrinkles ，but still has some skin elasticity 一 individuals between
the ages of 40 to 70 usually fit perfectly into this bracket.

If you are thinking of having a facelift ，it is extremely impor-
tant to have realistic expectations about your up-coming proce-
dure. Plastic surgery should not be seen as a cure-all for feelings
of physical deficiency and there is only so much that surgery can
achieve.

Brazilian plastic surgeon based in Singapore ，Dr. Marco Faria
Correa ，agrees: "It is important to understand that a facelift is
meant to rejuvenate and give the face a more youthful appear-
ance，and is not meant to make you look like a different person.
The patient must feel beautiful already and just want to turn back
the hands of time."

PICKING A SURGEON
You will want to find a surgeon who is good at facelifts and one
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who you feel understands your needs and requests best.
When looking for a plastic surgeon ，make sure he or she is

board certified - the best way to ensure this is to look surgeons
up via appropriate medical associations. In Malaysia，you can
check with the Malaysia 门 Association of Plastic，Aesthetic &

Craniomaxillofacial Surgeons (MAPACS)and in Singapore ，check
with the Singapore Association of Plastic Surgeons (SAPS). (See the
back of this magazine for a comprehensive list of Malaysian，
Singaporean and Indonesian plastic surgeons.)

Always make an appointment with a few plastic surgeons first
before making your final choice. This way，you can decide who you
are most comfortable with ，and who you feel does the best work

you can determine this by asking to see each surgeon's before
and after facelift photographs. Most surgeons take pride in their
work，and should have a collection of photographs to show you.

Talk to the surgeon - ask him or her where they perform their
surgeries (whether in a clinic or hospital setting) and what kinds of
facilities are available at their practice. Even if you have done all
your research and feel you know everything there is to know
about facelifts ，still speak to the surgeon about the procedure ，as
well as the risks and side effects involved.

Your surgeon might also recommend additional procedures to
have along with your facelift to help achieve the best results ，such
as filler injections to replace lost facial volume and certain laser
treatments to help smoothen skin

PREPPING FOR SURGERY
You have to be mentally and emotionally prepared when undergo
ing any type of surgery. Many people seem to think that after
going under the knife，they will look and feel 10 years younger -
immediately

The truth is not so simple. After your surgery ，you will be in
some discomfort ，and your bruised appearance could make you
feel a little down ，and in some instances ，even regret having the
procedure in the first place. But rest assured that this will pass，
and in a week or so，you should be feeling better about yourself ，
especially when the results of your procedure start to show
through. Dr. Marco agrees ，"There will be some discomfort after
your surgery. But if the procedure is performed by a skilled plastic
surgeon ，the patient can expect to feel well in the first several
days after surger Y:'

Before undergoing surgery ，it is important to stop certain med-
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Do remember that you are in no way obligated to sign up with
any doctor on a whim. Take your time when deciding ，arid do not
go through with the procedure if at any time you feel uncomfort-
able with the surgeon or feel that some of your questions were
not answered satisfactorily

WHAT TO EXPECT DURING CONSULTATION
It's important that you are equipped with sufficient knowledge on
what a facelift involves before you go in for your consultation. This
way，you have time to come up with additional questions or to
ponder any doubts or worries you might have regarding the proce-
dure.

During consultation ，the surgeon will start by asking you to
specify the areas of your face that you are displeased with，and
will inform you about the different types of facelift procedures
available. According to Dr.Marco ，these include a mid-facelift ，
neck lift，full facelift ，or a 3D facelift - your surgeon will recom-
mend the best procedure for you，based on your concerns and the
severity of your case.

He adds that ，"A good surgeon should also tell you about other
treatments and procedures apart from a facelift ，that are available
to treat your concerns ，as well as what their limitations might be.
However ，to date ，there are no other procedures that can replace
what a facelift can achieve;' says Dr. Marco

ications at least two weeks prior to your procedure ，including
medications that might increase the risk of bleeding. Examples of
these types of medication are aspirin and anti-inflammatory
drugs. Make sure you tell your surgeon what medication you are
on，including herbal supplements and any over-the-counter drugs ，
in case they affect the outcome of your surgery in some way.

It is also important to stop smoking as this will compromise
your healing process - stop at least two weeks before your
facelift and for the next six weeks after your procedure to allow
your wounds to hea l.

THE PAIN
Some surgeons recommend general anaesthesia for a facelift
while others prefer to operate under local anaesthesia with seda-
tion. Regardless ，you will not feel pain during your procedure. But
be prepared for some discomfort in the few days following the
operation.

After your procedure ，you will be prescribed antibiotics ，mild
painkillers and sleeping pills. You will also have a bandage around
your face ，with two drainage tubes on either side of your head to
drain blood and fluid from your wounds.

AFTERCARE
Before heading home for recovery ，have a few things prepared to
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The Improved Facelift
- THE 3D FACELIFT

The SMAS
is pulled
upwards
toward
the ears.

The SMAS
is dissected
and lifted
upward.

The SMAS
flap is rotated
and sutured
to create a
more promi-
nent facial
projection at
由e cheeks.

Excess skin，
which can be
pulled back
over the ear，
is removed.
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In the traditional facelift ，a surgeon will make an
incision in front of the ea 陀 extending up into the
hairline ，which curves around the bottom of the
ear and behind it，ending near the hairline on the
back of the neck. The skin is then separated from
the deeper tissues (SMAS，the fascial suspension
system of the face) - the deeper tissues can then
be tightened with sutures (or the excess can be
removed) ，after which ，the skin is redraped ，excess
skin is removed ，and incisions are closed with
sutures and staples.

Plastic surgeon ，Dr. Marco Faria Correa ，has
improved on this traditional technique and devel-
oped the 3D facelift. In his technique ，Dr. Marco
manipulates the SMAS and flips it over to recreate
the zygomatic arch (the horizontal arch of bone on
either side of the face ，just below the eyes，that is
formed by connected processes of the zygomatic
and temporal bones) for the effect of higher
cheekbones. By doing so，he feels the results of a
facelift last longer and this also improves one's
facial shape by giving it a more youthful outline
without a pulled back or tight look.

YOUR NEW FACE
While cosmetic surgery is not
expected to deliver miracles ，with
the right surgeon ，you can erase
years 0仔 your face with a facelift.
Dr. Marco adds ，"The patient can
also expect to look generally
more attractive than before ，as
surgeons would take this oppor-
tunity to make the face look
more balanced by shaping the
underlying muscles of the face."

After your facelift ，you will，of
course ，continue to age as nor-
mal，but you will just look
younger than your peers. It is
possible to opt for a second
facelift if，after some time ，you
and your surgeon feel this is nec-
essary. Most individuals tend to
return to their plastic surgeon for
botulinum toxin type A and filler
injections ，as well as certain laser
treatments to maintain their
newer，younger look.~·
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MEN SURGERY
· FACE& NECK LlFT
· BODY SCULPTURING
> GYNAECOMASTLA
· HAIR TRANSPLANT

AVAILABLE SERVICES

FACIALREJUVENATION
> MINIMALLY INVASIVEENDOSCOPIC BROW LIFT
，FACEAND NECK LIFT
· EYELIDSSURGERY
> NOSE SURGERY
，CHIN & CHEEKS SURGERY
> EARS- COSMETIC & RECONSTRUCTlVE

CLINIC LOCATIONS

East Shore Medical Centre
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Singapore 427989 NON INVASIVE
· MICRO- LlPO FILLING FACIALREJUVENATION
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Gleneagles Medical Cen 位e
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